WKEes 553 Wine Storage Cabinet

Cutting Edge Design
& Technology
A

good wine can develop into a really fine vintage when stored in perfect conditions.
However the temperature at which a wine is served is critical for savouring it at its best

and can vary depending on the type of wine and where it is cultivated.
The WKEes 553 wine storage cabinet for integration in a 45 cm recess is the ideal solution
for storing wine and keeping it at serving temperature in the modern fitted kitchen.
Constant temperatures and the right humidity are vital for the ultimate wine experience.
In common with all wine cabinets from Liebherr, the WKEes 553 wine storage cabinet not
only ensures that the temperature is right but also that the humidity in the appliance is within a
range of 50% – 80%. In this way, the corks of the stored wine stay supple.

WKEes 553 Wine Storage Cabinet

The WKEes 553 provides everything needed for storing wine professionally and keeping it at
serving temperature. The easy to use electronic touch controls ensure accurate temperature
regulation in the range of +5 °C to +20 °C. The integrated sensors ensure the temperature
remains constant at the temperature set, irrespective of the ambient temperature.

To allow you to showcased your wine collection, there are LED lights integrated in the ceiling of
the compartment liner, with separate switch and dimmer function. As the LEDs emit minimal
heat, the wine can be lit even for lengthy periods with no adverse effect.

The wooden shelves sit on telescopic rails; depending on bottle size, up to 18 Bordeaux
bottles can be safely stored.

The stainless steel frame with integrated handle and tinted glazed door make this appliance
a feature in any kitchen design.
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Model

WKEes 553 GrandCru

Power consumption in 365 days
Total net capacity
Max. No. of Bordeaux bottles 0.75 litre ¹
Climate rating ²
Voltage
Connection rating

130 kWh
46 litre
up to 18
SN
220-240V
0.5 A

Wine storage compartment
Temperature zones
Temperature range
Separately adjustable cooling circuits
Door ³
Interior light
Type of control
Temperature display
Child lock
Fault: warning signal
Door open: warning signal
Shelf material
Number of shelves
Pull-out shelves on telescopic rails
Activated charcoal filter

1
+5°C to +20°C
1
Insulated glazed door, S/Steel frame
LED
LC-Display
internal digital
yes
visual and audible
audible
wooden shelf
3
2
yes

Recess dimensions
Height
Width
Depth incl. distance from wall

45 cm
56 cm
min. 55 cm

EAN-Nr.

9005382114155

These models are only bound for storing wine. Maximum DIN norm bordeaux bottles capacity (0.75 l) as per norm
NF H 35-124 (H: 300.5 mm, Ø 76.1 mm)
Ambient temperature: SN from +10°C to +32°C
Door hinges: right / reversible
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